Empowering Purpose to Achieve Your God-Ordained Destiny. by. Linda F. Williams (Goodreads Author). It was amazing 5.00 Å· Rating details. Å· 3 ratings Å· 1 review. Imagine standing face-to-face with destiny . . . Totally clueless! Your Road Map to Destiny. Described as The Battlefield of the Mind meets The Purpose Driven Life, against a backdrop of the Master Plan; Whose Apple is it, Anyway! pulls it all together equipping you with two powerful weapons to side step enemy mind-fields, reclaim enemy territory, leverage purpose, and

Imagine standing face-to-face with destiny . . . Totally clueless! Your Road Map to Destiny. Described as The Battlefield of the Mind meets The Purpose Driven Life, against a backdrop of the Master Plan; Whose Apple is it, Anyway! pulls it all together equipping you with two powerful weapons to side step enemy mind-fields, reclaim enemy territory, leverage purpose, and rea IMAGINE STANDING FACE-TO-FACE WITH DESTINY . . . TOTALLY CLUELE Empowering Purpose to Achieve Your God Ordained Destiny.Â She knows from experience the courage it takes to face down the past. She is living proof that a lifetime of change is empowered by a single act of courage. She couldn't change the past. So, she decided to take revenge on it by helping others go from pain to power. You will: Discover the secret command center that empowers breakthrough in life, career, and relationships. Learn the power of the apple Inventory and the fruits philosophy to combat irrational emotional discharges (IED). Take revenge on a painful past by disarming emotional mindfields that keep you stuck on the wrong side of d... Empowering Purpose to Achieve Your God-Ordained Destiny. COMING UP NEXT TIME: Next time we will discuss the power of ATTITUDE. 8Y”individual employee services.Â Dr. Linda F. Williams, DSW is founder of Whose Apple Dynamic Coaching and Consulting Services, as well as the Award-Winning author of the Best-Seller, Whose Apple is it, Anyway! View all posts by Dr. Linda F. Williams, DSW. Post navigation. Empowering Purpose to Achieve Your God-Ordained Destiny by Linda Williams (2017, Trade Paperback) at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products!Â Totally Clueless I cannot recommend "Whose Apple is it, Anyway " highly enough. For anyone who has experienced difficult relationships . . . this is a MUST READ "This is the book I have actually prayed for . . . " "I found myself nodding and exclaiming, "Yes " over and over . . . This is no ordinary "self-help" book. Williams dives right into the deep waters and shows us how to swim. "Linda lays out the battle plan that it takes to turn what the enemy sent to destroy you, to victory . . ." Product Identifiers. Publisher.